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August 12, 2021 (CAMP RIPLEY, Minn.)  — Camp Ripley and 
Central Lakes College (CLC) have shared a long-term partnership 
supporting Natural Resources student internships. Officials from 
both organizations met at the Martin J. Skoglund Environmental 
Classroom on August 12, 2021, to sign a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU). 

“Our partnership with Camp Ripley is incredibly important to 
our Natural Resources Program and to Central Lakes College,” 
said CLC President Dr. Hara Charlier. “For our students, it's an 
opportunity to get unique hands-on experiences in the field. 
We look forward to many more years of working together and 
the resulting research that will impact our communities for the 
better."  

Four students, Jonah Ploof, Victoria Schaffner, David Wolfley and Tom Wychor recently completed their summer work-
study at Camp Ripley. During their time on base, they treated non-native invasive species and completed numerous 
wildlife survey projects with DNR Nongame Wildlife program staff. These included monitoring Blanding’s turtles, reptiles, 
amphibians, bumble bees, bats and birds.

The long-standing partnership was formalized August 12, 2021, between Camp Ripley and CLC when Brig. Gen. Lowell 
Kruse and Hara Charlier signed a memorandum of understanding in the Martin J. Skoglund Environmental Classroom at 
Camp Ripley. 

“The signing of this MOU furthers the partnership between Central Lakes College and Camp Ripley,” said Mr. Josh 
Pennington, Camp Ripley Environmental Supervisor. “It provides Camp Ripley with natural resource data that impacts 
land management and provides the students with real world experience.”

The MOU allows all students enrolled in the Natural Resources program at CLC to conduct field work at Camp Ripley as a 
part of their educational curriculum.

This unique opportunity benefits both CLC and Camp Ripley as well as the surrounding communities. 
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Central Lakes College and Camp Ripley Soldidify Partnership
By: Sgt. Mahsima Alkamooneh
Camp Ripley Public Affairs
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July 27, 2021 (Camp Ripley, Minnesota) — Airmen from all over 
the country were at Camp Ripley earlier this summer conducting site 
surveys of the down range training areas. The goal of this years-long 
project is to install a full loop of fiber optic cables throughout the range. 

Fiber optics is a way of communication. Fiber optics is a faster 
transmission method than a traditional coaxial or copper cable. It also 
allows for a much larger amount of throughput. Delivering fiber optics 
to the ranges will allow more communication to flow faster without any 
restrictions. 

“Delivering fiber optics capabilities, which is, when you think of high-
speed internet, it runs on fiber optics,” said Master Sgt. Alan Kroth, 
Enlisted Engineer NCOIC for the 210th Engineering and Installation 
Squadron (EIS) out of St. Paul, Minnesota. “You’re going to get hardened infrastructure delivered to every range.”

Inside a fiber optics cable is glass which light travels down. The cables are also very thin. Kroth explained that it is slightly 
wider than the width of a strand of hair. 

“It's pretty impressive. It’s a digital cable that allows for digital communication.” Said Kroth. “There is more bandwidth, 
and it runs faster and uninterrupted versus the copper which 
can fail.”

The engineering team is focused on assessing the area 
before the install team arrives next summer. Part of this 
process involves developing a list of necessary materials and 
remaining in contact with the base for support. 

The project is unique because this would be the first training 
facility range that has full fiber optics capabilities for the 
entire range. Additionally, over 40 individual Airman from five 
separate Engineering Installation Squadrons are here. 

The Airman are identifying the path to place the wire to avoid 
hazards such as large culverts or power lines. 

“We have 40 people out there walking 40 miles to trace this route,” said Kroth. “It's a lot of work but the work that they're 
doing is going to be very, very important for the execution.”

The 210th EIS has been working for the last five years to place fiber optics on East and Center ranges. Next year, they will 
have the ability to complete just under 40 miles of cable in one summer. They will complete 80% of the project with eight 
teams from across the United States, half of the Engineering Installation community in the Air Force. 

“This is a somewhat newer capability to the military,” said Kroth. “A lot of times when you get out to the field teams are 
struggling with communications, wiring up antennas for point-to-point connections. This is going to take a lot of that 
headache out of the execution of the training mission.”

After completion, there will be a dedicated line back to cantonment and access allowing units to stay in the field longer 
regardless of administrative work.

“The partnership that we have with Camp Ripley and the way we are executing this is really something special,” said 
Kroth. “We are collaborating from a very large community that supports the entire United States.”
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By: Sgt. Mahsima Alkamooneh
Camp Ripley Public Affairs
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Minnesota's Newest and Largest Battalion Trains at Camp Ripley
By: Spc. Jorden Newbanks
Camp Ripley Public Affairs

July 29, 2021 (Camp Ripley, Minnesota) – Soldiers within the 1347th Combat Sustainment Support Battalion (CSSB), a 
new unit set to activate later this year, completed their first 
annual training (AT) with a majority of their companies at 
Camp Ripley Training Center on July 19-30, 2021.

As a sustainment and support battalion, the CSSB’s main 
mission is to provide overall mission control synchronization 
and also the execution of the mission for the units that are 
assigned to the battalion.

“We focus mainly on logistics functions,” said Cpt. Maggie 
Gregg, the Operations Officer for the CSSB. “We are here to 
support the state of Minnesota, whether that be through a 
transportation mission to pick up containers or providing 
maintenance when the BCT comes home from NTC. We're here 
to do it all.”

Although the CSSB is a new unit, it will be in charge of 11 companies by the time it is fully activated on September 15, 2021. 
This will make it the largest battalion in the Minnesota National Guard.

“The BSB will try to tell you that they're the biggest, but we are the largest battalion in the state of Minnesota,” Gregg said. 
“Once 2021 hits, we will receive two fielding companies, which will bring our authorized strength up to 1,200 soldiers 
with an assigned strength of close to 1,400 soldiers. So we have a huge force underneath the CSSB. We are going to be the 
biggest.”

There are always difficulties in the development of a new unit, especially one as large as the CSSB. But Gregg says that the 
team of soldiers she works beside are excited and ready to take on the new challenges.

“I love the CSSB,” Gregg said. “The staff is made up of a lot of senior staff 
officers who bring such interesting backgrounds and crazy cool experiences 
that we're all able to collaboratively work together to teach each other, learn, 
and then put that back into a product to support our battalions. I think seeing 
all the different complex movements, seeing what all of the companies bring 
to the table and then being able to collaborate and put all of those efforts 
together and draw experience from other people to help make this not just 
one of the largest battalions in the state of Minnesota, but I think one of the 
strongest.”

(Continued on Pg. 5)
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One of the first challenges that the CSSB faced was integrating themselves with companies that had already been 
established and running. Gregg said that as soon as the CSSB was created, it had to jump right in and provide support to 
those companies while simultaneously creating their own unit from the ground up.

“More than anything, we spent the first couple months building what our vision for this organization looked like. What did 
the vision for the companies look like? And then from there, we were able to build what our products look like. What are 
our battle drills? What are our SOPs?” said Gregg. “And so the name of the game was really, how can we fit into what they're 
doing now? And what will that vision look like moving forward?

This annual training period has been an important step in the development of the CSSB. All of the processes that had been 
created were now being executed as companies like the 114th and 224th Transportation Companies worked together for 
two weeks for weapons qualifications, driver's training, react to contact and even competed in a culminating Truck Rodeo, 
July 30th. The training has allowed the CSSB to put their products to the test to see what works for the companies they 
support.

“Being able to see what our companies can do right now, seeing how they work, how they operate. And since they've all 
been very independent before, while falling under the RSG, now they get to see how they fit in the battalion, how they can 
be friends, how they can build upon each other, how we can bring training together,” Gregg said. “We're new. So we don't 
have some of those built-in processes. We're still trying to figure it out as we go. Sometimes I think the companies feel that 
strain. When we try to do something different there’s always a little growing pain for everybody. But I think at the end of 
the day, everyone's come out all green that we're on the right track and things are really moving in the direction that we're 
hoping to bring to the CSSB.”

Overall, AT was a success for the CSSB as the battalion worked through their products and completed multiple training 
events. While the companies were hard at work with their training, the CSSB headquarters worked alongside them to 
create a game plan for the future of the battalion that is efficient and successful for everyone.

“The battalion headquarters has been taking this opportunity to refine what our products look like for us to be able to 
provide that command and control. That's so essential to our mission,” Gregg said. “We’ve been looking at how we best 
support them and how we are going to continue to support the battalions so that we are mission efficient, proficient and 
ready to rock as we continue to progress.”

851st EVCC Continues Construction on Demo 4
By: Sgt. Mahsima Alkamooneh
Camp Ripley Public Affairs

August 12, 2021 (Camp Ripley, Minn.) — Soldiers from the 851st Engineer Vertical Construction Company have been 
working on a remodel of the Demo 4 Range at Camp Ripley. The company uses troop projects to improve on their skills and 
ability to operate heavy equipment as well as completing their mission essential tasks. 

“Troop projects are something that Camp Ripley needs done from a construction perspective,” said Capt. Nick Aldrich, 
commander of the 851st. “They give that job to the National Guard to accomplish, and it allows us to exercise our specific 
MOS.”

(Continued on Pg. 6)
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The project at Demo 4 is unique 
because both horizontal and vertical 
teams are on site. The service 
members with horizontal jobs are 
building up berms while those with 
vertical jobs are working on an 
observation bunker. 

“It’s given the chance for the soldiers 
to actually see, touch, feel and do the 
thing that they signed up for,” said 
Aldrich.

For one service member with the 
vertical team, the project has given 
him the chance to learn and practice 
the skills required of a carpentry and 
masonry specialist. 

“We started with some excavation,” 
said Spc. Andrew Randall, a carpentry 
and masonry specialist with the 851st. 
“Then there was rebar, how to bend 
it and cut it, how to place it and what 
it actually does. We poured concrete 
and learned how to finish it. Now we 
are starting to build up by placing 
CMU blocks. You get all the different 
levels of what goes into putting up a 
structure like this.”
Randall enlisted in September of 
2015 and deployed with the 851st to 
Kuwait from 2018 to 2019. Originally 
from Inver Grove Heights, he has a 
bachelor’s degree in construction 
management and works as a Project 
Engineer for Stevens Construction in 
Bloomington, Minnesota.

Coming to drill allows him a chance to 
be on the job site and learn from more 

experienced people. It also helps him 
become more efficient in his civilian 
career as a construction manager 
because it gives him more respect 
and understanding for the people 
that perform the work as well as the 
timeline and the strain it places on the 
body. 

“Sometimes we have a lot of people 
on the jobsite,” said Randall. “When 
we’re doing concrete, there’s a lot of 
different jobs to do and it’s not a big 
deal. But when we do CMU, it can get 
cramped, but they are heavy. Having 
more people lets us take breaks and 
switch out.”

After completion of Demo 4 around 
September 2022, the range will be a 
safer space and more user friendly for 
various demolition training such as 
hand grenades or other explosives. 

"It will be a lot safer range,” said 
Chief Warrant Officer 3 Jason Levin, a 
construction engineer warrant officer 
who also serves with the 851st. “It 
will be able to be utilized by more 
individuals at one time. Right now, 
they can only take so many people out 
there at a time because they don’t have 
the safety setbacks that are required.”

The berms will bring the range into 
compliance with range regulations 
Army-wide. In addition to the berms, 
the horizontal team will be creating 
a staging area/parking lot along 
with a walking path leading to the 
observation bunker. 

Spc. Morgan Stommes, a horizontal 
construction engineer with the unit 
says she takes pride in having the 
opportunity to work on a project that 
will bring meaning to the base and 
other companies who train here.

“I feel like the work we are doing is 
going to be worth something,” said 
Stommes. 

For Stommes, the work she does at 
drill is similar to her job working 
on a survey crew for the Minnesota 
Department of Transportation. She 
enjoys having the opportunity to 
operate the equipment in a military 
capacity. Being part of the team has 
given her confidence to try new things 
outside of her normal scope of work.

“If I want to operate, the guys in my 
platoon say, ‘Oh yeah, go for it’,” said 
Stommes. “When I say I don’t know 
what I am doing they say, ‘That’s okay, 
we will show you’.”

The service members in the 851st 
share a mutual pride in serving in the 
Minnesota National Guard and serving 
with each other. 

“I’ve worked with some of the greatest 
folks that I’ve met in my military 
career,” said Aldrich. “With a full time 
staff that gets stuff accomplished and 
a group of the some of the hardest 
working soldiers I have seen in the 
military; I am honored to be a part of 
the team.”

Spc. Xiong, a carpentry and masonry specialist serving with the 851st EVCC, 682nd Engineer Battalion places mortar on a CMU 
block near Demo 4 at Camp Ripley, July 10, 2021. The unit began constructing an observation shelter, berm, parking area, and 
walking path in June 2021. 
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August 24, 2021 (CAMP RIPLEY, Minnesota) — During Annual Training on Camp Ripley, Vehicle Operators of the 
Minnesota National Guard’s 114th Transportation Company conducted react to contact training July 24-25, 2021.  In 
addition to traditional drills and scenarios, the crews reacted to the threat of drones, which is a tactic becoming more 
common on the modern battlefield.

The training area and air space which makes up Camp Ripley is an ideal location for drone operator training as well as the 
inclusion of several scenarios making it a part of the tactical training plan for a variety of customers. 

“Drone or Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) operations is something we see included with many of our larger formations 
and is part of the tactical or administrative training opportunities here on Camp Ripley. However, the recent application for 
us to train against drone use by our adversaries is something we are starting to work into regular training plans for every 
element,” said Maj. Adam Stock, Operations Officer at Camp Ripley.

On Camp Ripley personnel of the 114th TC took part in several ‘Red Air’ UAS exercises which focused on small units 
operating independently while conducting normal missions. The ‘Red Air’ element was added as an increased condition 
forcing the Soldiers to scan for threats not only on the ground but in the air as well. 

“The modern battlefield will always be multi-dimensional,” stated Capt. Jacob Lefever, Commander of the 114th 
Transportation Company. “We shuffled the platoons around a bit and there is a good mix of veterans and young soldiers, but 
they have come together over these several days and I’m very proud of this unit,” he added. 

During the complex training scenarios, each platoon-sized element would enter Camp Ripley’s Combined Arms Collective 
Training Facility, CACTF and interact with the local citizens played by role-players in order to complete a standard mission. 
The mission ranges from hauling away vehicles, other transportation related tasks or breaking up a small civil disturbance. 

“The tasks were simple enough and part of our daily operation, but add in the possibility of a threat, on the ground or in the 
air, and it gets tough,” said Spc. Taylor Hart of the 114th TC. 

With support and coordination from Intelligence and Information Warfare Directorate, I2WD Training Integrators the 
unit began utilizing the Asymmetric Threat Training Support Program who’s mission it is to provide Army National Guard, 
(ARNG) Commanders with the requisite support to plan, coordinate and execute Home Station (HS), individual, collective, 
and pre-mobilization training using live, virtual and blended training methods to combat an array of current and emerging 
threats in multi-domain operations.

On the vehicles, the Soldiers of the 114th were not only armed with crew-served and personal weapons but armed with 
Drone Defenders or Drone Busters systems which interrupts the frequencies that hostile UAS can operate on out to 500 
meters. 

A representative initiating the training said, “Our intent is to conduct the ARNG’s Live, Virtual, and EOD Training; Integrate 
relevant enemy TTPs and emerging threats impacting Soldiers into training; Publish technical and tactical Training Support 
Packages (TSPs) to educate Soldiers; Fabricate & manage training aids and non-standard equipment in support of HS 
training; Focus training to meet DARNG and FORSCOM training requirements prior to MOB; Support collective training 
events, named exercises and state partnership at HS.”

(Continued on Pg. 9)

Ripley's Three-Dimensional Training Space Tested and Proven
By: Mr. Tony Housey
Camp Ripley Public Affairs

OCS Class 65 Graduates
By: Spc. Michaela Dahlen
Camp Ripley Public Affairs
August 23, 2021 (Camp Ripley, Minn.) — Minnesota National Guard, 175th Regional Training Institute Officer Candidate 
School (OCS) Class 65 celebrated their gradation on August 22, 2021, at the Camp Ripley Memorial Chapel. The 16 graduates 
completed a difficult 15-month program, with 15 of them being pinned gold bars as the newest officers in our organization.
Candidates began this course May 2020, working to make it as normal as possible with the effects of COVID-19 recently 
setting in. OCS has been molded into a standard program over the many years, making this past year more difficult to stick to 
traditional learning. 

(Continued on Pg. 8)
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Minnesota State Patrol Academy
By: OC Andrew Wensmann
Camp Ripley JVB

August 24, 2021 (CAMP RIPLEY, Minnesota) — The Minnesota State Patrol has long achieved a great level of excellence and 
professionalism across its agency. This begins with the annual academy at Camp Ripley. The academy has been the starting 
point of all Minnesota State Patrol Law Enforcement Officer careers since 1931. It teaches them a large variety of skills and 
knowledge over several months. In most years the State Patrol performs a single academy. This year there was two classes.

“One reason the academy was held twice this year was to sure up positions from the previous year” Captain Eric Barthel, 
Captain of Training and Development. The first academy held in 2021 was completed by May with the second academy 
running July through October.

This year’s spring academy was filled with traditional cadets with prior law enforcement training and experience. The second 
academy of the year was composed of both Traditional and Law Enforcement Opportunity (LETO) Cadets. 

“LETO Cadets are individuals with no previous law enforcement experience, who have a 2 or 4-year degree in any discipline 
and want to become State Troopers” according to the Law Enforcement Training Opportunity (LETO) Program Outline. These 
individuals must train to meet the requirements as a part of the hiring process. The composition of the second academy 
varied dramatically from an average year. “The summer academy is composed of 26 LETO cadets and 11 Traditional Cadets,” 
said Captain Barthel. 

Normally the ration of Traditional to LETO cadets is three to one during the spring Academy. Adjusting to a summer academy 
had both its advantages and disadvantages. “Running the academy in the summer has provided more preferred weather 
for ranges and outdoor training events,” Captain Barthel. However, it has also provided some logistical complications. “The 
biggest disadvantages have been scheduling use of ranges and ensuring adequate water for the warmer weather,” said  
Barthel. 

(Continued from Pg. 7)

Not often are courses changed but instead it is the classes and attending individuals that develop the uniqueness of 
the program. All OCS candidates persevere by their motto ‘Standards, No Compromise,’ even when facing COVID-19 
difficulties. 
“There’s such a steep tradition and core [structured into OCS], that there’s not a lot of course differences every year. They 
might change a class here or there,” said 1st LT Patrick Jones, “I noticed last year, it took a lot of creativity to facilitate such 
a hands-on course of instruction. Class 65 did a good job at being adaptable and resilient because there’s not a lot of ways 
to successfully virtually train these classes.”

With consistent teamwork, Class 65 candidates all completed their necessary graduation requirements with no delay. 
While participating in OCS, Candidate Patrick Seeman built bonds with his fellow classmates to push through the 
challenges they experienced. Not only from the damper COVID-19 set in but from the simple fact that they were 
completing the steps in a difficult program.

“The grind and length of OCS, knowing that you have to continuously show up, complete little tasks, and constantly be 
corrected, is very cumbersome,” said Seeman. “Trying to get in the right mental state and leaning on other people who you 
can relate with and talk to help push you to continue going.”

The last 15-months has led to this life-altering moment for the graduates as family and friends settled into the pews at the 
chapel to witness their service members pinning ceremony. 

With the right mentality, perseverance, and constant support from one another and course instructors, the 2021 
Candidates have successfully completed the first stepping stone towards their new beginnings. 

“Class 65, you are our nation's next leaders in a time that poses more challenges and more opportunities than ever before,” 
said Lt. Col. Amber Manke “Be humble, be true to yourself and your values, be an enabling leader as you leave here today.”
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Red Bulls Complete Third Command Post Exercise of 2021 
By: Mr. Tony Housey
Camp Ripley Public Affairs

August 17, 
2021 (CAMP 
RIPLEY, 
Minnesota) 
— Soldiers of 
the 34th Red 
Bull Infantry 
Division 
completed 
their final dress 
rehearsal at 
Camp Ripley, 
August 1-6, 
prior to taking 

the stage for a Warfighter Exercise at Camp Atterbury, 
Indiana, in September.

At each Command Post Exercise (CPX), Soldiers have spent 
hours refining their practices of setting up tents and satellite 
terminals, as well as computer and radio communication 
networks. The repeated testing of these skillsets reinforces 
that 34th Red Bull Infantry Division continues to be among 
the most competent and ready units the Army has to offer.

The U.S. Army regularly operates alongside international 
partners. Training simulations such as the upcoming 
Warfighter Exercise (WFX) test the capabilities of U.S. Army 
units and prepares them for operations both with each other 
and international counterparts.

“Working the through the COMMEX [Communications 
Exercise], the CPX and then the Warfighter is our crawl-
walk-run process,” explained Sgt. Maj. Tony Centola, the 
operations sergeant major for the 34th Red Bull Infantry 
Division Fires section. “We can go into an operation and 
understand the system of authorities and there aren’t a lot of 
changes to the operating procedures of mission command, 
command and control.”

CPX 3 brought together units stationed around the globe 
to build a unique command structure. V Corps from Fort 
Knox, Kentucky; the 3rd Infantry Division from Fort 
Stewart, Georgia; 34th Infantry Division of the Minnesota 
National Guard; 2nd Cavalry Regiment out of Rose Barracks, 

Germany; along with multiple special purpose organizations 
from across the active army, Army Reserve and National 
Guard.

For many seasoned Soldiers, WFXs are just another routine 
operation. Many junior troops, however, are cutting their 
teeth in this large exercise.

“I came just at the right time,” said Spc. Zoe Holland. At 
20 years old, Holland has been a Satellite Communication 
Systems Operator-Maintainer for just over a year with C 
Company, Division Headquarters Headquarters Battalion, 
34th Red Bull Infantry Division. “I’m still learning and 
understanding how to troubleshoot but I’ve gotten a lot of 
experience with the STT [Satcom Transportable Terminal].”

While warfighting function staffs use Command Post and 
Warfighter exercises to test their skills in decision-making, 
these exercises are also opportunities for troops to flex 
and build their skills in operating and maintaining their 
equipment, a vital piece of the WFX puzzle.

“These exercises help Soldiers understand their place in the 
bigger picture,” said Centola. “Here they can see how their 
job, their role, helps the division command post.”

In late September, Red Bull Soldiers will convene at Camp 
Atterbury, Indiana, alongside the units with whom they 
have been conducting COMMEX and CPXs throughout 2021. 
Together, they will conduct WFX 22-01, putting the skills of 
each organization to the test.

(Continued from Pg. 7)
They are able to accomplish this by working with unit commanders to develop realistic training that supports the planning, 
preparing, execution, and assessments against realistic Counter-Improvised Explosive Device and Asymmetric Threat 
training in live and virtual environments. This training can be conducted in preparation for an array of overseas operations 
and includes coordination for ‘Red Air’ to simulate current enemy threats.

Training is always developing on Camp Ripley, utilizing the nearly 53,000 acres of space for a variety of training events and 
exercises year-round. Over the past four years several out of state National Guard and Reserve organizations, both Army and 
Air Force, have sought out Ripley’s unique environment and user-friendly facilities mixed with the latest of modern training 
resources to conduct the best training opportunities possible. Additionally, the U.S. Navy and Coast Guard have made Camp 
Ripley home to their winter diving classroom along with unique training that sharpens their specific serve tasks. 
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August 11, 2021 (Camp Ripley, Minnesota) — The 
commemoration of 20 years since the attacks by al Qaeda 
upon the United States will be coming up on Saturday, Sept. 
11, 2021. The 20th anniversary of 9/11 is a milestone for 
the country - a moment to reflect on the last two decades 
while looking forward to what we have learned and what 
our future holds.

When the time comes to publicly remember Sept. 11, 
2001, recalling and retelling personal memories becomes a 
collective, almost therapeutic, way of dealing with the loss 
the United States has experienced in the last 20 years. 

Our nation collectively would stress that we have a moral 
and ethical duty to honor the victims of the attacks, their 
families, first responders, and service members serving 
in our formations. We should recognize the resilience of 
our communities, ideals, shared identity, and partnerships 
appreciating the full nature of our response to the attacks, 
portraying a positive vision and denying al Qaeda's claims of 
victory. 

America’s longest war – the Global War on Terror – started 
with the attacks on American soil on September 11, 2001. 
We as one nation have met every challenge demonstrating 
indelible spirit, sacrifice and sheer determination in 
protecting our national interests and supporting our friends 
and allies around the world. While we must never forget 
those who we lost, we must do more than simply remember 
them - we must sustain our resilience and remain united to 
prevent new attacks and new victims.

In anticipation of the 20th anniversary of 9/11, the 
Minnesota Department of Veteran Affairs (MDVA) has 
formed a taskforce to remember and record the Minnesota 
experience since that fateful day.

The Minnesota Department of Veterans Affairs, MDVA 
Commissioner Larry Herke underscored the urgency of this 
undertaking. “Memories fade with time. Veterans and their 
families will benefit from this opportunity to share their 
stories, some dating back nearly two decades, with future 
generations,” Herke said.  Remembering and honoring the 

Minnesotan lives lost and impacted by the 9/11 attacks and 
the subsequent Global War on Terror (GWOT) will also be an 
important role of the new taskforce.

The new taskforce will be facilitated by MDVA and 
chaired by Commissioner Herke and will include one 
member each from the Minnesota Senate and Minnesota 
House of Representatives, two MDVA staff, a member 
from the Minnesota Military Museum, and up to eight 
citizen members, selected by the appointing authority, 
Commissioner Herke. The public members were selected 
for their interest in conducting public history programs and 
their personal experience with the events of September 11, 
2001, or the resulting deployments of military service. The 
taskforce members will serve two-year appointments.
Central to their work will be advising the Minnesota Military 
Museum on their sweeping, statewide initiative to gather 
Minnesota stories – from service members and civilians – 
about America’s longest war. Museum Director and taskforce 
member Randal Dietrich said that the museum will host 
monthly online discussions to engage a broad, statewide 
audience.  
 
Taskforce member Mariah Jacobsen has a personal 
connection to 9/11. Minnesota native and 9/11 hero Tom 
Burnett is Jacobsen’s biological father. While she never 
met Burnett before his death in the 9/11 plane crash in 
Pennsylvania, Jacobsen remembers the day clearly. She first 
learned of the attacks while at school as a junior attending 
Cretin High School in St. Paul. As the details of the horrific 
day’s events became clearer, she felt anxious. “I remember 
coming home from school and was inconsolable,” she recalls. 
“I felt like I lost someone.” 

In 2004, she learned Burnett was her biological father 
and quickly connected and bonded with his widow and 
daughters. She hopes serving on Minnesota 9/11 and GWOT 
Taskforce will be a way to honor Burnett and all those who 
have sacrificed their lives. “Tom’s life is so important to me, 
even though I didn’t get to meet him,” Jacobsen shares. “He 
acted with fortitude and decisiveness in the moment. When 
I saw the opportunity to serve on the taskforce, I knew I had 
to jump at it.”

Twenty Years Not Forgotten – Minnesota Remembers  
By: Mr. Tony Housey
Camp Ripley Public Affairs
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Monthly Themes:   
    
   

Key Events:   
   
   

Camp Ripley
DEERS/Rapids ID Card 

Office

Contract Dining Facility Hours & Costs
 Breakfast      -     0600      to      0745      -      $8.25
 Lunch      -      1130      to      1300      -      $8.25
 Dinner  - 1630      to      1830 - $8.25

CDF Contact info: Contracting Officer Representative  320-616-3173 

Prairie 
Bay 
Sushi 
Night

Hispanic Heritage Month: Sept. 15- Oct. 15 Labor Day: Sept. 9
Open House: Sept. 19
Fisrt Day of Fall: Sept. 22

Trivia Night
Spaghetti and Meatballs 

@ Pequot

07 08 09 10 11

12 13 15 16 17 18

19 20 21 23 24 25

26 27 2928 30

14

0605

22

Kids Painting Class at 
Kicks Crosslake

Kids Painting Class at 
Kicks Crosslake

Trivia Night 6 pm - 8 pm

Comdey Tour 8-9:30 pm

Streetfest @Brainerd 8-12

Brainerd Airport 
Carnival 9-3

Burger NightNisswa Legion  
Bingo Night

Baxter 
Farmers 
Market

Burger Night Late night 
entertainment

Camp Ripley 
Open House

Harvest Moon 
Brew Fest

@Manhattans 
1-4

BINGO

Golf for Life 
Fundraiser @
Maddens

Mexican @Pequot 
Legion

01 02 03 04

Andy's Seafood 
Raffle Saturday

Meat Raffle 
@50 Lakes

4:30- 5:30 
Crosby
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Camp Ripley Safety

As fall approaches and our kids our off to school we need to be mindful of the risk associated with navigating parking lots. 
Even though we navigate parking lots at low speeds, over 50,000 of injury crashes occur annually resulting in 500 deaths. 
During the holiday season, the parking lots become more dangerous, just look at the black Friday rush. In watching the 
other drivers, you will see use of a phone for GPS or making phone calls, although Minnesota requires hands-free operation. 
Drivers operating these devices think they are safe at the low speeds within a parking lot.

Here are some tips from Allstate and the National Safety Council to avoid an accident, damage, or theft while in a parking lot.

DRIVE WITH CAUTION

Drive slowly and watch out for other cars driving by or backing up, as well as pedestrians. When you're getting ready to exit 
a parking space, it is also a good idea to take a quick walk around your vehicle to check for low-lying objects first, says the 
National Safety Council. Additionally, even if you have a backup camera, use the vehicle mirrors and look over your shoulder 
to aid with visibility as you back up.

CHOOSE A WELL-LIT SPACE

Look for a parking space close to the destination you're going to and ensure it's well lit, especially if you're parking at night. 
For example, if you're at the mall, Consumer Reports recommends parking as close as possible to the building — it's typically 
the most populated area of a parking lot and may offer the best lighting as you walk to or from your car. Near the storefront 
or exit doors, there is usually a surveillance system to deter thieves.

STAY ALERT Avoid talking on or looking at your phone while walking through a parking lot, recommends Consumer Reports. 
You may also want to consider ditching the headphones so you can hear what's going on around you, like vehicles or 
pedestrians approaching. And remember, if you happen to notice any suspicious activity while in a parking lot, you should 
report it to your local authorities.

SECURE YOUR VEHICLE

Lastly, it is a good idea to remove valuables from your vehicle, especially if they're visible through a window, says the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. If you can't remove valuables, it's a good idea to hide any items and bags 
from plain sight at a minimum, adds Consumer Reports. You should also close your vehicle's windows, lock the doors and 
keep your car keys with you at all times.

By practicing these tips, you can help keep yourself and your vehicle safe in a parking lot, and may lower your chances of 
being involved in a vehicle-related incident.


